CHARTING AND TECHNICALS KEY FUNCTIONALITY

The list below reflects key functionality for an area of interest on the Bloomberg Professional® service. Press the <Menu> key on the Bloomberg keyboard from any function to browse related tools. Press the <Help> key once from a function to learn more about what it does and how to use it.

> CHARTS & TECHNICALS OVERVIEW
Charts Homepage
Technical Study Browser
Chart Library
Chart Defaults

> NEWS
Most Read News on Chart
Technical Analysis News
Chart of the Day Column
BRIEF: Technical Strategy

> HISTORICAL CHARTS
Line Chart
Bar Chart
Candle Chart
Seasonality Chart
Graph fundamentals
Curve Charts
Short Interest
Money Flow

> INTRADAY CHARTS
Tick Chart
Scrolling Tick Chart
Scrubbing Tick Chart
Intraday Bar Chart
Intraday Candle Chart
Volume Analysis Chart
Volume Distribution Bars

> SPREAD/RATIO CHARTS
Historical Spreads
Historical Ratio Chart
Intraday Overlay and Spread Chart
Intraday Spread Chart

> TECHNICAL CHARTS
CHAR
Heikin Ashi
GPHA

TECH*
Market Picture
MKTP

G*
Point and Figure
PPF*

TDEF
Kase Bars
KBAR*

Fibonacci Retracement Chart
GPF*

_three Line Break Chart
TLBC

> BACKTESTING AND STUDY DESIGN
GPO NEWS*

> QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Custom Study Manager
STDY

BloomBox Analysis
BTST

Advanced Backtesting
BT

Alert Manager
ALRT

> DATA VISUALIZATION
Custom Index Creation
CIX

> TRAINING & RESOURCES
Intraday Market Map
IMAP*

Intraday Market Map
IMAP*

World Trends
WT

Scatterplot
GS

Relative Rotation Graph
RRG

Help Page Resources
HELP

Global Customer Support Numbers
GCSN

Bloomberg University
BU

New Enhancements
NEW

*Denotes a single-security function
**Denotes a multiple-security function